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EXPERT CHATTER
ASK ANYTHING. LEARN EVERYTHING.
At the beginning of March, a set of vulnerabilities was identi ed and documented as
being exploited by state-sponsored hacking groups. Chatter appeared to point towards
China as the source of these attacks primarily.
There is much misinformation surrounding this subject; however, we should skim some
critical information from the surface before disappearing down the rabbit hole.
This vulnerability only affects on-premise Exchange versions – 2013, 2016 and 2019
which can be patched
This also affects 2010 – which you should not be using, but if you are, there are greater
issues at hand
Exchange Online/O ce365 is not affected
The quickest and easiest remediation to this problem is to shut down access to your
mail server on port 443 or mandate VPN usage to view your email.
There’s no question that this vulnerability is problematic – and we still do not fully
understand the extent of the impact.
Please monitor the NCSC guidance: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/news/advice-followingmicrosoft-vulnerabilities-exploitation and make sure that you have your IOC database
updated to include known scanners exploit IP addresses.
If it looks like you’re affected by this, you should immediately run the test proxy logon
script: https://github.com/microsoft/CSS-Exchange/tree/main/Security

Merlin Gillespie - Director of Cybanetix

PARTNERS SPOTLIGHT

SentinelOne was founded by a group of international defence and intelligence
experts who saw the need for a dramatic new approach to endpoint protection.
Today, our growing global team remains dedicated to constant innovation.
SentinelOne’s breakthrough platform is certi ed as an antivirus replacement,
recognized by Gartner and NSS Labs for its disruption, and trusted by the world’s
most forward-thinking companies to protect their business.

We have had an excellent working relationship with
Cybanetix over a number of years and they are one of our
most trusted and technically capable partners in the UK.

Peter Carfrae
UK Channel Manager, SentinelOne
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QUATERLY UPDATE
01 WELCOME DARREN
COZEN
Cybanetix is pleased to announce that Darren Cozens has joined
as Sales Director on the 1st of April. Darren is joining the
management team of Cybanetix to help accelerate the growth of
the business, leveraging his wealth of knowledge and experience
in the industry.

FIND OUT MORE

02 CYBANETIX NOW PCI
DSS COMPLIANT
Cybanetix is proud to announce we are now Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) compliant.
We are extremely excited about taking another step towards
continuously improving our security measures, and we are
delighted to introduce to our customers the bene ts of the PCIDSS certi cation.

FIND OUT MORE

03 OUR NEW PARTNER
LACEWORKS
Lacework is the data-driven security platform for the cloud. The
Lacework Cloud Security Platform is the only security solution
that can collect, analyze and accurately correlate data across an
organization’s AWS, Azure, GCP, and Kubernetes environments,
and narrow it down to the handful of security events that matter.

FIND OUT MORE

As a charity and an event space, we face several different
security challenges that your typical 9-5 organisation will
not face. We needed someone that has the experience
and the expertise in the charity sector to ensure we meet
all of our security needs. Not only Cybanetix has the
experience we needed, but also provided a faultless
service that we are very
happy with.”

Adam Woodall
Head of IT at MAC
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